3 things you’ve
got wrong
about advertising
to millennials.
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What’s in a
generation?
Turns out: a lot.
Millennials, defined as those born between 1980 and 2004, aren’t
as rare as the Northern Hairy-Nosed Wombat, one of the rarest
animals in the world, but marketers are just as fascinated by their every
move — likely because millennials are the youngest spenders among us
and present the greatest opportunity for a lifetime of loyalty. But we may
be making the wrong assumptions about how to reach them.
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ASS U M PTION #1

Millennials don’t have discretionary
money to spend, so they’re not worth
advertising to.
Pew Research Center, a nonpartisan fact tank,
says millennials are concerned with marriage and
parenthood over career and financial success.
Goldman Sachs reports that they have less money
to spend and are encumbered with debt. While that
may be true for some, in a GA Creative-sponsored
anonymous online survey of millennials between 23
and 35 years old:
—— Nearly 60 percent make more than $60,000
per year.
—— 31 percent make more than $90,000 per year.
—— 72 percent are currently saving for retirement.
—— 62 percent are single, never married — making
them a single, career-minded bunch.

What this means for marketers:
Older millennials have money to spend. It’s worth
your effort to capture their hearts and wallets.
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ASS U M PTION #2

Millennials eat, breathe and sleep
technology, so only use digital
methods to reach them.

WHAT DO M I LLE N N IALS WANT I N AN AD?
MAKE TH E M LAUG H.

They have more social media profiles than

Of types of content in an ad, the most

you have pairs of shoes, and were raised

important is:

with pixelated spoons in their mouths, right?

49%

Not so fast. The millennials we surveyed are

Humor

technologically ironic with a balance of new
and old school preferences. The survey says:

35%

—— They buy physical books instead of digital

Information

(72 percent).
—— They’re on “older” social networks like
Facebook (100 percent) and LinkedIn
(78 percent) in addition to “younger”
ones like Snapchat (61 percent).
—— They’ve read a physical magazine in the

16%

past month (56 percent).
—— They’ve used a coupon they’ve received in

Inspiration

the mail in the past month (29 percent).
—— They’ve Googled a company they saw on a
billboard in the past month (30 percent).

What this means for marketers:
While digital media is definitely a valid way to
reach millennials, traditional tactics aren’t dead.
Created with this audience in mind, things like
direct mail and outdoor advertising can still sway
their spending.
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TH EY AR E

TH EY WANT

Educated

Humor

Confident

Diversity in imagery

Ethnically and
racially diverse

Realness

Liberal

Nostalgia

Optimistic

Positivity
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ASS U M PTION #3

Millennials only stream content, so
just advertise to them on streaming
services.
We’re not saying they don’t think Netflix is the
greatest thing on earth, nor that they don’t stream
music like it’s going out of style. But a neat find is

S PEAKI NG OF STR EAM I NG, WH ICH
S E RVICE S AR E TH EY US I NG MOST?

78%
Netflix

that they also watch live TV (47 percent) and regularly listen to music in their cars (62 percent). And,
in the last month, 77 percent of them have listened
to the regular old, non-satellite, non-streaming radio.

What this means for marketers:
TV and radio spots are still an effective way to
reach this younger generation. What’s more, instead
of waiting six seconds to hit the “skip” button, they’ll

39%
Hulu

38%

YouTube

be forced to actually change the channel to avoid
your message.

21%

AppleTV
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Fun facts about millennials.
TH EY’VE KI LLE D TH E M US IC
I N DUSTRY AS YOU KN EW IT

TH EY LI KE COU PON S
TEXTE D TO TH E M

28%

have used texted coupons to purchase something in the past month.

TH EY’R E R EVI EWI NG YOU R PRODUCTS AN D S E RVICE S

11%
of those surveyed have purchased

an actual CD — the same percent-

86%

of millennials
surveyed write
reviews online.

age that purchased a vinyl record
over the same time period. On
the bright side, what a fantastic
collection of coasters you have!

TOP FIVE
FAVOR ITE
B RAN DS

Amazon, Apple, Disney,
Facebook and Google
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Being a millennial sounds like fun. How do I sign up?
Following is a handy chart for finding out whether or not you’re a millennial.*

2015

2004

YOU NG E ST G E N E RATION
2005–2015

M I LLE N N IALS
1980–2004

1980
G E N E RATION X
1965–1979
1964
BABY BOOM E RS
1946–1964
1945
S I LE NT G E N E RATION
1928–1945
1928

G R EATE ST G E N E RATION
1900–1927

1900
*The only generation the US Census Bureau officially defines
is Baby Boomers, so the rest is up to interpretation. From a mix
of similarly-opinioned sources, this is what we’re going with.
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Let us help bring
your story to life.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

About GA Creative
No matter which generation you’re targeting, storytelling is the thread that unifies
successful brands. It has the power to evoke emotion and compel action. Spinning
the right tale takes a coordinated combination of smart strategy, strong content and
sharp design to pull it off. That’s where we come in.

CONTACT US TODAY

425 454 0101
GAcreative.com

